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Every month is a hustle; definitely a joyful hustle! We are scaling to
newer heights with every Influmagnite magazine version we release. All
gratitude goes to everyone working closely with us month on month.

For us, nothing can be more enchanting than connecting with content
creators personally, with a delightful conversation & unraveling what's
life like for them beyond Instagram reels and the social media virtual
world! This month definitely took a conversational 'humor toll'! 

A personal conversation with Ashish Chanchlani himself got overloaded
with a lot of talking, humor, and praises! In Ashish's words - "I am in a
talkative mood today...". Yes, we vibed!  Definitely will be a memorable
one.

Valerie Rangel

CRAFTING COMEDY CONTENT CREATORS

Love, Good Vibes & Cheers,

With the love that we receive, we hope this & all our future editions only
gets us closer. We are people-centric and we cherish every interaction
we have! 
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Founder & CEO

valer ie@inf lumagnite . com
GET IN TOUCH:

Always grateful to everyone featured in this edition and those working
behind the scenes for Influmagnite Magazine.

Stand-up comedian Amit Tandon himself had so much to share about
his enriching journey of being a stand-up comedian and interestingly we
connected over a comparison on the younger generation of comedy
content creators and the stand-up comedians. Karan who is working
with Be YouNick in a web series tells us his journey before he got to
acting! After all we all get there, with support from us those who truly
believe in us.
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TEAM

BUILDING

shish Chanchlani in conversation with Valerie (CEO & Founder of
Influmagnite Magazine) & The Other Circle (TOC); reminisces his 
11-year journey as a Content Creator & takes us through his roller-
coaster ride, enriched with amazing experiences to build himself as
one of the youngest influencers to be a youth sensation.

In your opinion, what difference
did this make to your team?

A

X
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Ashish attributes his success to these

three pillars that have strongly

shaped his personality - The Entire

Internet, Influencers and Content

creation.  

He tells Influmagnite Magazine

that he has faced everything that

you can possibly imagine on the

internet!

Wondering what has been

Ashish’s personality moulds?

Entire Interview on Page: 18

23 Million+ Reach
on Social Media
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KARAN SONAWANE
Actor, Content Creator & Vlogger

FocusedIndian

X
INFLUMAGNITE

Crafting Comedy to Acting
Journey from

Karan is the first performer
to perform Marathi stand-
up comedy on YouTube.

Currently featured in a web series
with Be YouNick; his acting
performance is best appreciated.

He has come a long way starting off from theatre to stand-up comedy to Youtuber to memes to
being a Content Creator and now an Actor. Today, he has a total reach of 143k on social media.

Karan dropped out of college
to pursue his passion on
social media platforms. 
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https://bit.ly/3snmTiq


When did you kickstart your journey of
content creation in the comedy genre?

I was interested in watching movies in my
childhood and was fascinated by the film
making process but was very shy in school
and then college I never performed. I was a
college dropout.

What prompted you to embark on the
content creation journey?

It was the prime time of the internet boom
and I thought of starting a YouTube channel
by myself. Although I had to learn scripting &
editing from YouTube. Acting, came naturally
to me.

How did the shift to acting finally
happen?
Rather than going to auditions and
waiting for the right opportunity, I
started making content by myself and
performed in it as well. People loved it.
Later, we got busy with our jobs and
had no time for it. In the lockdown, I
started making content for myself
again and then the family of followers
increased. I got noticed and then I
started collaborating with creators like
RVCJ, Saurabh Ghadge, Viraj Ghelani,
AlaMothaShana to name a few.

As of now, I am working on "The Office
Canteen"(A web series with Be
YouNick), a web series with Bhadipa, a
movie for an OTT platform, a music
video with gully gang and lot of
exciting things are lined up. I play the
character of the owner of an office
canteen in BYN web series.

Karan @Focused Indian
In Conversation with Influmagnite  Magazine
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Since I had nothing to do, I joined a theatre
group where a friend was performing and
was with the group for around 2-3 years. This
was somewhere in 2012.  I left from there to
try stand-up comedy as it was a more
refreshing option for my career.

To begin with, I started with Hinglish stand-up
comedy, and then I was offered roles in
Marathi stand-up comedy.

I was the first performer to perform Marathi
stand-up comedy on YouTube.  My friend,
Neel joined me on my channel in 2016 for 2
years but financially we were running dry. It
was only after that, that we got a call from
BhaDiPa – A Marathi channel. The Founder
Sarang Sathaye appreciated our content and
asked if I could make memes for his channel.
That’s how I then started making memes and
handled the social media element for 2
years.

X
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How did you get introduced to this role
in this web series led by Be YouNick?

I was introduced to Be YouNick in 2016 by
a friend and at that time, Nick was
impressed by my content and knew that I
had a unique creative spark. 

He motivated me to create more content.
After that, he saw me growing on social
media and collaborated too. When the
role of "PANDU" (a character in the web-
series) was written, Nick immediately knew
that I would be the perfect choice for it
and that's how I bagged the role.

X
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Why do you think you were offered
the web-series role?

Be YouNick himself told me that my
talent is very raw and people easily
connect to me. I fit perfectly into the
role and people were appreciating
my acting.

Is being an Actor the ultimate goal?

Being an actor is not the ultimate
goal but being a great actor is, and
one day it will be accomplished!

Karan starr ing as the office canteen owner alongwith Be YouNick,  in  "The Office Canteen" – A web series  04



FULL STORY  

ON PAGE
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Malini Agarwal aka MissMalini has been Karishma's constant mentor &
bff, who has been solely responsible for carving out a journey for her. She
believed in her at a point when she didn’t even believe in herself.X

INFLUMAGNITE
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REGALIA

AFGHANI 
STYLED DESIGNS

ORNAMENTS

FEATURED

REGALIA_ORNAMENTS

#stayroyalwithregalia

(Cl i ck  to  VISIT)
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STAND-UP COMEDIAN

FULL STORY 

ON PAGE
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AMIT TANDON

STAND-UP COMEDIAN
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FEATURED

smelttgram
(Cl i ck  to  VIEW)

www.smeltt.com
(Cl i ck  to  VISIT)
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I was always the funny one, since

childhood. But, it is only when

everyone I spoke to from friends,

colleagues, and family, all shared

how miserable it has been for them—

the pandemic. How they felt trapped

and the feeling of being helpless

made everyone feel caged. 

It’s then, that I realized I must

channel my personal-life goofiness to

social media so anyone who watches my

videos can relate and have a good

laugh. I started uploading funny

videos on my Instagram page and my

audience seemed to love it. That’s

how comedy found me!

The trick is to really observe.

Observe everything and everyone

around. People, their surroundings,

how they react to situations, their

behaviour. I then find out the most

relatable pattern among these and

finally, give it my own twist.

How do you get the wittiest content

creation ideas?

How did the pandemic draw you to

comedy?

THE TRICK TO THE TREAT

A ‘COMICAL’ PANDEMIC?

IN CONVERSATION WITH KARISHMA GOVIL @SOUL_KARI

My content thrives on everyday things

and moments that’ll always manage to

surprise and amuse us.

X
INFLUMAGNITE
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100%! But the good thing about life

is, it’s never-ending twists and

turns. My content thrives on everyday

things and moments that’ll always

manage to surprise and amuse us. 

So, no matter what, I will always

find a way to make people laugh, even

though it might seem tough sometimes.

Because my intention is not to gain

followers, but just to make people

smile. Also, I’m a born goofball, so

it comes naturally to me.

Comedy itself is one of the toughest

and most emotion-consuming crafts.

However, for me, the challenge is

breaking the clutter. 

There are many people who are

venturing into the comedy space, and

eventually, it could be an overkill

online. So, being original and unique

could be a challenge sometimes.

Do you have troubling thoughts

creeping in your mind that there

will come a time where you will

run out of your ‘Comic strip’? 

What has been the most challenging

part of creating comedy content?

COMEDY A CRAFT

THE COMIC STRIP

SOUL_KARI

X
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Comedy Content Creator: Karishma Govil

GUESS WHO IS INSPIRING HER AT 75?
Karishma’s grandmother is an ACTOR

at 75! Currently acting in films &

thriving!

Karishma tell us her grandma, Baby

Tabassum, is not only an actor who

started her Bollywood journey at

the age of 3, but is also a

content creator in the digital age

at the age of 75! She clearly is a

living legend!

Karishma has always been

surrounded by powerful women and

that’s played a very important

part of her life.

I don’t think there’s anything my grandmother can’t conquer. Her will to

entertain runs through my veins and if I am half as talented as her

someday, I’ll consider myself the luckiest girl alive. - Karishma

Her mom, who is a former Radio

Jockey (RJ) and now has her own

podcast called ‘Home Minister

Hemali’. She’s taught her to be

self-sufficient.

X
INFLUMAGNITE
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Karishma learnt from her grandmother Tabassum Govil @babytabassum to never stop

working and embrace the hustle. She has been constantly looking up to her elder

sister Khushi who is an established personality in the content management space.

X
INFLUMAGNITE
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LAUGHING OUT LOUD 

How did you kickstart your
Comedy career?

Back in 2013, alongside being an
entrepreneur, pursuing comedy was a
side hobby. They were done in double
shifts. I was starting to get noticed
and was invited to host corporate
shows and perform at events.  
 
It was only in 2016 when my YouTube
videos went viral that my fame as a
stand-up comedian kicked in.

STAND UP COMEDIAN: AMIT TANDON

STAND-UP COMEDIAN

1

11

with AMIT TANDON

 ith a stellar performance of over 1400 live
shows, AMIT TANDON has evolved into
mastering the art of stand-up comedy.
Influmagnite is privileged to have had a
conversation with Amit. Here are a few
snippets. . .

2

Do you think there has there been a shift
in comedy from when you started to the
present time?

What do you think of the new age
comedy content creators?

3

Comedians are not just looked at as
comedians but also content creators
who can write a scene, who could run
a podcast and essentially are not just
performers. 
 
I find it difficult to emulate what
comedy content creators are doing in
front of a camera. I am more of an on-
stage performer. I did give it a try but
honestly, it didn’t come naturally to
me.

w

COMEDY & CONTENT CREATION

Comedians today are not just looked as
someone who comes on stage, performs, and
interacts with the audience. Today comedians
rather have to be skilled to create their own
content as well.

X
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In Conversation with Influmagnite
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Owing to the increased presence in the virtual
world comedy; do you think live shows are dying
off?

Absolutely not! The charm of a live performance is
magical. It has definitely taken a hit with the pandemic
but I don’t see it dying off. There will always be a craze
for live performances by celebrated artists.

STAND UP COMEDY BY AMIT TANDON

What is lined up for you next?

I am currently working on a podcast and on a web
series to be released soon on the OTT platform.

What took off as a sheer hobby

alongside managing his business

in 2013; is mainstream now!

X
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4

5 - Amit Tandon

AMIT TANDON
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https://www.instagram.com/amitandon17/


Craft the 
Comedy,
Magic the 
Music! 

Dev Raiyani, 18

d e v r a i y a n i i

M U S I C I A N  &  C O M E D Y  C O N T E N T  C R E A T O R  

FULL STORY  

ON PAGE

2424

X
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C O V E R  S T O R Y

Ashish Chanchlani

18

X
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Somewhere from these
criticisms & reality, I
have found amazing
content.

What has shaped you
into that perfect
Comedy Creator?

The best way to
deal with an
untasteful situation
is to be self-aware
– to understand
what we are doing
and where it is
reaching rather
than creating
a ‘god-complex’
around yourself.

Do you follow a specific
process to tame the
mind to handle an
untasteful situation?

You have been a player in
this game for a long time
now, we see quite an evolved
Ashish Chanchlani. What has
changed?

Of course! I am no longer
the same Ashish I was 6
years ago. I would say the
difference is even beyond
heaven and earth. What
you see now is a matured
Ashish. I have learnt how
the world works, how the
world responds, how to
manage team work and
manage a lot of things.

1

2

3

A S H I S H

C H A N C H L A N I

X
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Being self-aware has
been my biggest
strength. Keeping
people around who
give you a reality
check; keeping people
who are honest to
you, critical to you &
accepting criticism
(not hate) is what
shapes me into that
perfect creator.

4 How have you
been handling
criticism?

I take criticism
with a pinch of
salt and in a
very positive
manner. This
has worked best
for me. It is like
there is a
hidden gem in
these criticisms;
a hidden gem
to churn
content from
the criticism
itself.

In Conversation with

19



Do you use Comedy, more as a weapon to better handle the criticism
thrown at you?

Absolutely! I think that is the best way to combat the critic – by using
the power in my control.

Whenever I feel I have become too big and the next content should
be bigger that what I did before, I just stop myself and tell myself I
don’t need to be too big and I don’t need to be too larger than life. I
can be better.

How do you manage to keep yourself so grounded?

5

6

7

8

What elements are factored in when your followers like/not like your
content?

How one perceives the content; how the content is written, the mindset
of the audience before watching the content are a few factors among
many that decide whether people like your content or not.

I have learnt one thing that content somehow comes walking to me. It
is like this magical thing that drives me. I have started to believe that
until the world exists content will continue to co-exist. As I am ageing, I
am also evolving and so is my perspective and content.

Do you face a sense of paranoia that you will run out of
content or become irrelevant?

X
INFLUMAGNITE

Somewhere from these

criticisms & reality, I have

found amazing content.

- Ashish Chanchlani 20



ince childhood I have trained myself that not everybody is going to like you.
Nobody in this world is perfect & nobody has a universal taste or a universal
appeal.

So, I was always prepared for this. There was this one little point in my life
where I thought, whatever I do, people will love it and I am so glad that I
came crashing down to the ground and I woke up and saw the REALITY!

How have you been handling trolls without allowing
it to take a toll on your mental health?
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There was this one video of mine that got a lot of hate.
Criticism is one thing. This was sheer hate. 
 
When you constantly release hits after hits and if you ‘flop’
in one (according to them) it feels like your whole world
collapsed. They get so disappointed. 
 
It’s as if they treat us like God!
 
Anyone can fail. The same people criticize you with so
much hate and coincidentally that was one of my most
successful videos.

I have a secret mantra. If you train yourself from the very
beginning, you won’t be hurt, frustrated, or disappointed. 
 
If you mentally train yourself this is what life is you will
realize there is no point of getting disappointed &
disappointment only drains your mental peace & wellness.

Firstly, you need to stop believing you are a STAR! At
whatever stage – Let the MIND think you are starting
from scratch; let the HEART be involved & leave no room
for EGO!
 
This will keep you FREE & make you do anything you
want.

hat do you think helped you scale up so quickly?

SECRET MANTRA TO SUCCESS
Ashish lets  us out on his  – “SECRET MANTRA” that helped him scale  up very quickly

hat is the underlying secret to your style to
creating better content?

what valuable lessons have you learnt along your
journey that is key to a content creator?

w
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ASHISH CHANCHLANI'S

INFLUMAGNITE

You need to stop believing

you are a STAR! Let the MIND

think you are starting from

scratch; let the HEART be

involved & leave no room for

EGO!

-  ASH ISH  CHANCHLAN I



Have you felt saturated at some
point of your journey?

I'm addressing serious

issues by putting them in

a Comedy bottle and

presenting it to the world.

- Ashish Chanchlani

23
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Yes, there was a point I felt so
saturated that an idea came out of
my mind to think “out of the box”. I
decided to focus on the content
rather than only myself. That’s how
‘The Dealer’ evolved which led me to
a new start. I am addressing serious
messages by putting them in a
Comedy bottle and present it to the
world. It sounds ironical but it is
addressed carefully.

Will we be seeing you as an Actor
cast in any movie?
In the past year, a lot of acting roles
kept pouring in for me but the
problem is they just stereotype me in
one particular role and that is not
what I want to do. 

I am waiting for that one right
opportunity that justifies me coming
to the role rather than the Ashish
Chanchlani who has 23.5 Million
subscribers



I started off making content just because I enjoyed

it and did it for myself.  I  was well aware that even

if I grew and made it big, I would still  do it for

myself and not solely to please my audience. One

thing that I've always kept in mind was not to lose

myself in this process.  I've always believed that I

would rather have a small following who really

enjoys and appreciates my work rather than a

large uninterested one. 

Until here, my journey has been incredible, and I

can't wait to see what the future holds while I take

new things in life slowly and steadily.

Over the years, I've often seen musical artists

having a cut-off life from the outside world and

not engaging with their audience on a personal

level other than through their music. I got involved

with the genre of Comedy a lot before trying my

hand at music. I have my days where I prefer one

over another, but both play huge roles in my life

regardless of the other.

Music has always been an integral part of my life,

and I've always had the dream of selling out a

stadium and performing on stage in front of

thousands of people. The thought of actually

having my own music, sprouted from one idle

Sunday morning. I had previously taken a few

courses to keep myself occupied. 

 

After a long 6 hours of sitting in one place trying

to piece together words and phrases, I drafted my

first ever song. Gradually, I took advice from

friends and family who are already a lot more

inclined in the music field and perfected it.  After

much hard work, several drafts,  and hours of

effort,  I  released my first single Cool Boy, on all

streaming platforms.

How has your journey been of growing
to 86K+ followers organically?

Music is your ultimate goal. How are
you blending it with Comedy?

How did this thought occur to you?

WHERE MUSIC MEETS COMEDY

DEV RAIYANI 

The style of 18-year old- Dev Raiyani

 

Doesn’t his journey sound like a unique BLEND? 

 rom writing his first Single to Streaming it;

Dev Raiyani, 18 has been taking great

strides. His goal is to be a music artist and

chooses to adopt Comedy as a medium!

 

in conversation .. .

Dev tells Influmagnite Magazine that he

took a break from Instagram to focus more

on working on himself. This surely seems to

have paid off!

FX
INFLUMAGNITE
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As I mentioned earlier, I'm doing this for myself and not for

others. All the content that I put out there is the work that I

love. I've realized through past experiences that keeping

only your audience in mind can often work against you. 

In the words of Marcel Proust, "When you work to please

others, you can't succeed, but the things you do to satisfy

yourself stand a chance of catching someone's interest." 

If you put forth the work you're genuinely proud of, your

audience could either come slowly or even maybe never, but

as long as you do you and to the best of your ability,  you

will always be content.

How do you manage to cater to your
follower’s interest in Comedy and Music
separately?

Yes, initially I faced creativity blocks,

and I've forced myself to create

something that I didn't even enjoy to

make it lean towards more generic

content. That was not something I

preferred. By doing that, I made myself

lose more than gain followers. Seeing

this decline took a toll on me, which

pushed me to take a break from

Instagram to focus more on myself.  

 

After this,  I  began making content

without any schedule but more on how

my ideas flowed. My goal changed from

pleasing others to enjoying what I do.

Are there any content creation
challenges you have been
facing?

I make all my songs when I’m in a

certain mood. For “Thinking back”

specifically I wanted to convey not one

but many emotions.

My inspiration is mostly from Joji and

through this song I wanted to use an

alternative style along with a Hip-Hop

vibe. I’ve always loved music to express

my emotions and now finally as each

song comes out, I have my own song to

match each emotion.

"THINKING BACK"
A SONG-EMOTION MATCH

I'VE REALIZED THROUGH PAST
EXPERIENCES THAT KEEPING
ONLY YOUR AUDIENCE IN MIND
TO CREATE CONTENT CAN
OFTEN WORK AGAINST YOU.

X
INFLUMAGNITE
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HUMANISING LIVES
E K T A  P R A K A S H  S H A R M A

Q

MENTALWELLNESS

In  Conv e r sa t i o n  w i th . . .

Courage isn’t when you have al l  the
answers .  It 's when you are ready to face
the questions you have been avoiding
for your whole l i fe .  - SUSHREE SAHU

The pandemic surely pinpointed the lack
of mental health conversations within
Indian households. To sit with our own
thoughts, trapped with the walls,
anxieties triggered fear doubled we
needed some outlet to ease the
troubled minds. That's how Humanising
Lives came into existence. 

Humanising Lives came up with free
counseling and psychotherapy mission
– to ensure free mental and emotional
health is easily accessible to the ones in
need, from trained mental health
professionals without worrying about
expenses

How did Humanising Lives come
into existence?

Q What is the main aim of 
 Humanising Lives?

Humanising Lives is a registered not-
for-profit organization founded by Ekta
Prakash Sharma with the aim to help
individuals humanize their lives and lift
them up from traumas brought by the
generic normalizing of the struggles of
regular life, eventually resulting in poor
mental and physical health. 

The organization aspires to be an
anchor to ensure the turbulent water
doesn't wash off anybody's will to live,
create, and prosper.

The Founder, Ekta
Prakash Sharma is
a Human Rights
Expert and an
experienced Social
Impact Consultant

humanisinglives

X
INFLUMAGNITE
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Humanising Lives ,  an NGO founded by Ekta Prakash
Sharma decided to calm the vulnerable minds in the
most fut i le t imes with free Pro Bono Counsel l ing
and Psychotherapy Project . The free psychotherapy
project is supported by Ms. Sushree Sahu, a leading
psychologist in Delhi .  

Since March ,  Humanising Lives has provided over
500+ therapies .  

The project further includes responding to many
others on e-mai l  and socia l  media about their
worries and problems.

Humanising Lives also conducted
several online sessions and webinars to
extend mental health awareness during
the pandemic for the LGBTQ
community, parents, and women
feeling distressed while battling the
pandemic. New York-based clinical
psychologist Dr. Madalina Yellico
partnered with Humanising Lives to
conduct an online session on self-care
for mothers as well. The latest initiatives
include rehabilitation programs wherein
the organization is providing
psychotherapy and counseling to ex-
offenders as part of the prison
program. 

The challenges and demands of
reintegration into society require much-
guided counseling and delicate
handling of the problems. It will soon
start the program with prison officers
as well.

The year ended with heavy losses, but
made us more introspective on how
casually we take the issues of our
physical and mental well-being. 

The conditioning of our minds that an
amount of discomfort is required to bring
a positive transformation in one’s life, or
the constant need to stay busy and
overworked would ensure
success or happiness were the myths
that were busted completely.

What initiatives are been taken
by Humanising Lives to address
mental health?

What were the triggers leading to
mental health issues in the
pandemic?

We think we shape our
stories, but our stories
shape us.
- EKTA PRAKASH SHARMA

Q

MENTALWELLNESS

Q

Ms. Sushree Sahu
Psychologist
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VAHDAM was founded in 2015, by then
23-year-old Bala Sarda 

‘VAHDAM’ is the reverse anagram of his
father’s first name, ‘MADHAV’

WWW.VAHDAMTEA S . I N

(Cl i ck  to  v i s i t )

VAHDAM'S ICED TEA RANGE VAHDAM'S ORGANIC TURMERIC LATTE

VAHDAM'S TEA GIFT SETS VAHDAM'S INSTANT TEA PRE-MIXES
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http://bit.ly/3bFpnCe


E X P E R I E N C E  T E A  L I K E  N E V E R  B E F O R E !

Brands We Love

VAHDAM
(Cl i ck  to  v i s i t )
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Vahdam directs 1% of
their revenue towards

the education of the tea
growers’ children under
their social initiative

-
‘TEAch Me’

VAHDAM has  been  endorsed  by  g loba l
i cons  l i ke  Oprah  Winfrey ,  E l l en
DeGeneres ,  Mar iah  Carey ,  Martha
Stewart  and  Chr i s  Pratt  amongst
others .

VAHDAM is a
certified carbon
& plastic neutral

brand

VAHDAM is deeply
committed to

People 
and 

Planet

https://bit.ly/3dPk4Ta


AMIT 

TANDON

FOLLOW

your

AMUSE!

Craft 

for

Comedy!
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DEV 

RAIYANI

X
INFLUMAGNITE

KARISHMA

GOVIL

ASHISH

CHANCHLANI

E n c o u r a g e  t h e i r

KARAN

SONAWANE

INFLUMAGNITE

(Cl i ck  to  FOLLOW)

https://bit.ly/2Lk1JSE
https://bit.ly/2Lk1JSE


influmagnite
EMPOWER ING  THE  ' I N F LUENCER '  I N  YOU

www. in f lumagn i te .com

http://www.influmagnite.com/

